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72351 Geislingen

Nazione Germania

PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
AERO-LIFT provides a broad range of varied lifting units, either as traversing units or hose lifters with a pivoting range of up to 180° or units that
operate independently of the power supply. A list of our product ranges can be viewed here. Please consult us concerning the development of a
special solution if you do not find a standard unit to suit your requirements.

Vacuum lifting units 

Processing machines can be loaded and unloaded without causing damage using AERO-LIFT vacuum lifters. The vacuum lifting unit meets the latest
safety requirements specified in EN13155. 
Vakuumheber, Vakuumhebegeräte 

suited for these industries: 

sheet metal, plastic plates, loading laser cutting unit, glass, boxes, housings 

Tube lifters 

Damage-free gripping of cartons, sacks, barrels, foodstuffs, pharmaceutical products and much more. The vacuum hose lifter meets the latest safety
requirements specified in EN 14238:2004. 
Vakuum-Schlauchheber 
suited for this industries 

suited for these industries: 

logisic, barrels, sacks and bags, cartons, food, pharmaceutical 

CLAD-BOY 

Mains-free lifting unit for laying roof and wall panels. The reliable and compact team member. 
Paneelheber Typ CLAD-BOY für Wand- und Dachmontage 

suited for these industries: 

building contruction, carpentry, roofer 

CLAD-LIFT 

The CLAD-LIFT 350 is a revolution in window installation. It can lift up to 350 kg objects, and it is the ideal solution for workers that often are faced with
heavy lifting tasks. The CLAD-LIFT can be used for variety of applications, the machine is sold with various accessories for mounting windows or
special toolings for other tasks. 
CLAD-LIFT der fahrbare Glasheber 

suited for these industries: 

mounting windows, glass industry, glazier, mounting doors 

Glass Lifter 
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The solution for safely and carefully transporting as well as flexibly turning and pivoting glass panes manually by shear muscle or via an electric linear
operation for your convenience. 
Vakuumheber - Glasheber zum Handling von Fenstern und Glasscheiben 

suited for these industries: 

mounting windows, glass industry, glazier, mounting doors 

BASIC-LIFT 

Without battery or inconvenient po wer cables and thus purely mecha nical, it is absolutely independent. 
Selbstansaugender Vakuumheber Typ BASIC-LIFT 

suited for these industries: 

sheet metal, barrels, plates and boards, laser cutting unit, glass, boxes and housings 

VUSS vacuum gripper 

Be it in logistics, small trade or industry. AERO-LIFT® VUSS facilitates the use of vacuum lifting equipment now for your materials – regardless of
whether a pallet of cans is not full or there is a pile of wooden boards laying loosely together or every workpiece has an individual, different size. 
VUSS-Flächengreifer 

suited for these industries: 

cans, wood, package, cartons 

Vacuum components 

All individual components for your AERO-LIFT vacuum lifting unit can be found in our extensive components catalogue. Chapters in the "Components
catalogue" section can be downloaded as PDF documents.
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Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
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